Primary localized cutaneous amyloidosis

Primary localized cutaneous amyloidosis (PLCA) is a condition in which clumps of abnormal proteins called amyloids build up in the skin, specifically in the wave-like projections (dermal papillae) between the top two layers of skin (the dermis and the epidermis). The primary feature of PLCA is patches of skin with abnormal texture or color. The appearance of these patches defines three forms of the condition: lichen amyloidosis, macular amyloidosis, and nodular amyloidosis.

Lichen amyloidosis is characterized by severely itchy patches of thickened skin with multiple small bumps. The patches are scaly and reddish brown in color. These patches usually occur on the shins but can also occur on the forearms, other parts of the legs, and elsewhere on the body.

In macular amyloidosis, the patches are flat and dark brown. The coloring can have a lacy (reticulated) or rippled appearance, although it is often uniform. Macular amyloidosis patches are most commonly found on the upper back, but they can also occur on other parts of the torso or on the limbs. These patches are mildly itchy.

Nodular amyloidosis is characterized by firm, raised bumps (nodules) that are pink, red, or brown. These nodules often occur on the face, torso, limbs, or genitals and are typically not itchy.

In some affected individuals, the patches have characteristics of both lichen and macular amyloidosis. These cases are called biphasic amyloidosis.

In all forms of PLCA, the abnormal patches of skin usually arise in mid-adulthood. They can remain for months to years and may recur after disappearing, either at the same location or elsewhere. Very rarely, nodular amyloidosis progresses to a life-threatening condition called systemic amyloidosis, in which amyloid deposits accumulate in tissues and organs throughout the body.

Frequency

PLCA occurs worldwide, most commonly in Southeast Asia and South America. The prevalence of the condition is unknown.

Genetic Changes

PLCA can be caused by mutations in the OSMR or IL31RA gene. When caused by an OSMR gene mutation, the condition is classified as type 1, while an IL31RA gene mutation causes type 2. Mutations in either gene are likely involved in lichen and macular amyloidosis, which are thought to be related conditions that arise through similar disease mechanisms. The genetic basis of nodular amyloidosis is unknown.
The *OSMR* and *IL31RA* genes provide instructions for making parts (subunits) of the interleukin-31 (IL-31) receptor. The subunit produced from *OSMR* can also pair with a different protein to form the OSM receptor type II. Both receptors are embedded in the membrane of cells throughout the body. Each attaches to a particular protein, fitting together like a lock and its key. This attachment triggers a series of chemical signals inside the cell that directs certain cell functions.

OSM receptor type II interacts with a protein called oncostatin M (OSM). Signaling triggered by OSM appears to play a role in many body processes, including the development of blood cells, the maturation of cells to become certain cell types, an immune system response called inflammation, and the self-destruction (apoptosis) of cells. The IL-31 receptor interacts with IL-31, triggering signaling that promotes inflammation and itch (pruritus). *OSMR* gene mutations reduce signaling stimulated by OSM and IL-31, while *IL31RA* gene mutations impair only IL-31 signaling.

How PLCA develops is not completely understood. In lichen and macular amyloidosis, it is thought that scratching the itchy skin causes skin cells to undergo apoptosis, releasing proteins that abnormally clump together and form amyloids. The proteins that make up the amyloids are abnormal versions of proteins called keratins. The role of gene mutations in this process is still being determined. Because signaling triggered by IL-31 normally stimulates itching, it is unclear how a reduction of this signaling is involved in itchy skin. Also unclear is how reduced IL-31 signaling is related to apoptosis or amyloid formation. Researchers speculate that a reduction of signaling triggered by OSM may make cells more likely to undergo apoptosis, which may promote amyloid buildup.

In nodular amyloidosis, the amyloids are composed of abnormal versions of proteins called immunoglobulin light chains released from certain blood cells called plasma cells. However, it is unknown how this form of PLCA develops.

Many people with PLCA do not have a mutation in the *OSMR* or *IL31RA* gene. The cause of the condition in these cases is unknown.

**Inheritance Pattern**

In most cases, PLCA is not inherited and occurs in people with no history of the condition in their family.

When the condition runs in families, it is usually inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern, which means one copy of the altered *OSMR* or *IL31RA* gene in each cell is sufficient to cause the disorder. In these cases, the affected person has one parent with the condition.

Rarely, when caused by a mutation in the *OSMR* gene, PLCA is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern, which means both copies of the gene in each cell have mutations. The parents of an individual with an autosomal recessive condition each carry one copy of the mutated gene, but they typically do not show signs and symptoms of the condition.
Other Names for This Condition

- amyloidosis IX
- PLCA
- primary cutaneous amyloidosis

Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing

- Genetic Testing Registry: Amyloidosis, primary localized cutaneous, 2
- Genetic Testing Registry: Primary localized cutaneous amyloidosis 1

General Information from MedlinePlus

- Diagnostic Tests
  https://medlineplus.gov/diagnostictests.html
- Drug Therapy
  https://medlineplus.gov/drugtherapy.html
- Genetic Counseling
  https://medlineplus.gov/geneticcounseling.html
- Palliative Care
  https://medlineplus.gov/palliativecare.html
- Surgery and Rehabilitation
  https://medlineplus.gov/surgeryandrehabilitation.html

Additional Information & Resources

MedlinePlus

- Health Topic: Amyloidosis
  https://medlineplus.gov/amyloidosis.html
- Health Topic: Skin Conditions
  https://medlineplus.gov/skinconditions.html

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center

- Primary cutaneous amyloidosis
Educational Resources

• MalaCards: amyloidosis, primary localized cutaneous, 1
  http://www.malacards.org/card/amyloidosis_primary_localized_cutaneous_1

• MalaCards: amyloidosis, primary localized cutaneous, 2
  http://www.malacards.org/card/amyloidosis_primary_localized_cutaneous_2

• Orphanet: Familial primary localized cutaneous amyloidosis
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=353220

• The Australasian College of Dermatologists
  https://www.dermcoll.edu.au/atoz/cutaneous-amyloidosis/

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

• Foundation for Ichthyosis and Related Skin Types (FIRST)
  http://www.firstskinfoundation.org/

• Resource List from the University of Kansas Medical Center: Dermatology and Genetics
  http://www.kumc.edu/gec/support/derm.html

ClinicalTrials.gov

• ClinicalTrials.gov
  https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22primary+localized+cutaneous+amyloidosis%22

Scientific Articles on PubMed

• PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28Amyloidosis%5BMAJR%5D%29+AND+%28primary+localized+cutaneous+amyloidosis%5BTIAB%5D%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+3600+days%22%5Bdp%5D

OMIM

• AMYLOIDOSIS, PRIMARY LOCALIZED CUTANEOUS, 1
  http://omim.org/entry/105250

• AMYLOIDOSIS, PRIMARY LOCALIZED CUTANEOUS, 2
  http://omim.org/entry/613955
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